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1. MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

The growth of  the gaming industry  can never  be compromised for

anything in this present generation of ours. Online gaming community

has become the new trend of world empire. As it has propelled itself

as the fastest growing, scalable and stable industries currently. With

various individual studies showing that  there is a possibility  for this

present market to further increase its output in the nearest future with

an average growth rate of 15 to 20% per year. It is obvious that betting

and gambling being the most recognized thing in the casino spherical

space also being the oldest and modernized industries worldwide with

view of expansion and further industrial growth, it shows and provide a

scalable  opportunity  for  us,  as  Blaze  Network  will  be  part  of  this

futuristic  expansion  and  growth.  It  further  springs  up  a  safe

environment for worldwide or global investors alike for safe investment

without  any  limitation.  As  the industry  continue  to  produce  reliable

growth and revenue for decades upon decades.



1.1 CHALLENGES & SOLUTIONS

Every  industry  has  its  own  challenges,  this  means  the  betting,
gambling and casino industry also has its own features of challenges
faced  by  every  individual  in  this  industry,  some  problematic  and
challenges  that  undermine  and  limit  the  potential  growth  of  online
gaming includes:

*  Lack of Transparency

Various  betting  industrial  companies  and  outfit  of  casino  operate
under a secretive situation without confidentiality, thereby misleading
the general public by not allowing customers to fully understand their
mode  of  operation.  This  has  led  to  many  skeptical  situations  and
install fears in the gaming community players.

 At Blaze Network,  everyone is  seen to be an owner,  and all
mode of operations are made for members and community to
see and fully relate with. This has further set Blaze Network and
placed them on high, far above other various industrial projects
and  communities  with  place  or  involvement  in  the  betting
industry. With our entire system being open and transparent for
system  checking,  where  all  transactions  are  stored  for
verification purposes.

* Experience 

Most  of  those  gaming  community  players  have  unpleasant
experiences, due to their past involvement in some previous project in
the space. 

   Blaze Network is open to make its community a lead blazer in
all  that  they  do,  with  full  experience  team  of  stars,  and
commitment in work all round the clock, Blaze Network is ready



to give everyone and associate, the best experience, and one of
a kind, with full customers satisfactory.

*  Registration Difficulty

With quite simple and proper registration and payment, all processes
are just as common as a regular. Incomplete registration also has an
opportunity to contact Dev Team for solution and further assistance,
as the team are working tireless rock the clock on a 24/7 because of
the dissatisfying user experience. 

 Blaze  Network  always  pay  close  attention  to  its  community
because they  see the community  as the most  important  and
integer part of the ecosystem platform. So, every registration is
always  do  not  with  fastness  and  speed  without  limitation  or
anything. Registration form short, simple and easy to use. Upon
completion, you're able to deposit,  and get access to a fantastic
collection of games. 

* No Guaranteed Payment

Many experienced difficulties during the period of  cashing out  their
resources  or  funds.  With  some  many  requirements  to  submit  and
waiting  for  approval,  with  frequent  delays,  and  sometimes
experiencing  occasional  refusals  due  to  rejection  of  submitted
document or application.

 Blaze Network can also be referred to as a guaranteed platform, payment to community is not
an issue here nor challenge. As place can do transaction and withdrawal with few minutes, no

delay of permit in withdrawal as this is also done with speed and
fastness for customers satisfaction and better experience. Our
unique  token  is  set  to  take over  the  casino  industry  thereby
allowing  users  and  gamers  to  provide  effortless,  fair  and
secured transaction within a short range of time accessibility

* High Fees



Obviously, the betting industrial operators, charge numerous fees for
everything  service  carried  out  on  their  platform,  withdrawal  and
depositing,  sometimes  with  some  hidden  charges,  which  are  not
encouraging in the industry.

 All  charges  of  Blaze  Network  are  open  and  plain  for  all,  no
hidden charges, as all charges are made known and open for
review for community and gamers to see.

2. ABOUT BLAZE NETWORK

Blaze  Network  is  a  deflationary  token,  which  features  a  burn  2%
mechanism on each transaction made within and outside of the blaze
platform ecosystem.

The project has a unique user case, which set it aside and uplift its
special uniqueness and differentiate it from other deflationary project
in the crypto space.

Blaze Network aim to revolutionize different industry along with online
casino and betting industry. Blaze token is completely confident about
this unique adoption of the project 

The Blaze Network token was created for special  usage in various
industries of different ecosystem which include highly recommendable
casino  games,  high  reward  staking  programs  and  events  with  the
special vision of becoming the leading and powerhouse for casinos
and online gaming industry.

The project also featured a unique cryptography wallet application with
lot's of functionality which includes  buying and selling goods service
within  the  ecosystem  marketplace,  gaming,  trading  cryptocurrency
and lot  more in relation to futuristic  development  and expansion of
various services. 

2.1. BLAZE Games



With multiple large collection of  games available casino
games,  sports  betting  and  other  live  table  games  of
various  industrial  activities  available,  Blaze  Token  is
looking  forward  to  add  even  more  to  its  collection  this
means  that  a  game  developer  can  negotiate  and  also
become part of the community.

* Live Casino such as Zodiac Fortune, Russian Poker, 
Blackjack, Jackpot, Roulette, Baccarat, and lot more are 
all available on the platform, this gives an opportunity to 
players community and gamblers to entertain themselves.

Other games include: 

* Poker

* Lotteries

* Business Case

* Sports betting

2.2. BLAZE FEATURES

* Blaze Network Wallet

Blaze Wallet is the unique app wallet of Blaze Network. It is developed
with simple interface for smart phones, for the purpose of blockchain
industrial  Games,  Casino,  Staking,  Marketplace  and  Trading
Cryptocurrency. The blaze wallet will be made so unique that it can
receive thousands of ERC 20 tokens, Bitcoin, Litecoin, Ethereum ETC

* Casino Games



Blaze Network features numerous of attractive things, these includes
various industrial games without limitation like Cards, Roulette, Lotto
Balls,  Dice  and  other  types  of  casino  games.  This  features  gives
players a unique time of relaxation and fun catching moment, within a
short  period  of  time.  Most  casino  players  see  this  a  moment  of
entertainment, thereby using the Blaze Token for placing their betting.
By so doing this further increase the economic important of the Blaze
Token. During gaming other cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, Ethereum,
Ripple,  Tron and  more  can  be  converted  from the wallet  to  Blaze
Token, in other to place a bet.

* Market Rank

Market ranking is one of the uniqueness of a project, as it propagate the awesomeness of a
project as well as sense of belonging for every community participant.
The  market  ranking  shows  and  indicate  the  volume,  market
capitalization, and the current market price of the project.

* Marketplace

The Market place of Blaze Network involved buying and selling, new goods and used items
available  on  the  platform,  with  easily  access  on  Blaze  Network
Marketplace,  the  marketplace  deal  locally  and  from  high  business
perspective as well.  Great deals can be found for new and existing
items, with attract discount fee attached as a result of purchasing from
Blaze  Network,  With  Community  interest  always  put  in  front,
purchasing  from  goods  and  services  from  Blaze  Network  will
guarantee up to 80% discount shipping fee using Blaze Token, which
also serve as additions to the usability of the it, thereby increase its
economic value.



* Trading CryptocurrencyIt is also clear that Blaze Network will feature
a  trading  platform  strictly  for  crypto  currency  trading  platform.  this
platform  will  guarantee  and  assured  community  and  everyone
associated with the Blaze Network of a secure crypto exchange that
makes it easy to buy, sell, as well as trading all sort of cryptocurrency
including the likes Bitcoin,  Ethereum, Ripple,  Tron and many other.
With the awesomeness of having to pay low trading and withdrawal
fees using Blaze Network Token,  which also serve as a win /  win
situation for community and the project.

* Deflationary Token

With a Burning Mechanism of 2% of ever transaction made, its further
shows the importance of being part of a community such as this.

BLAZE NETWORK COMMUNITY 

The  network  community  is  diversified,  and  these  includes  the
following:

* Game Community Collection

Blaze  Network  is  giving  access  to  both  individual  and  group  for  a
better  experience  of  a  fantastic  game  collection  community.  With
tenths of high tempo quality games available on the platform. Other
well known casino games are also available on the platform for the
benefits  of  our  gamers’  community  for  easy  and  accessibility  in
profitability.

Sporting activities are also well  welcome on the platform and doing
awesomely  well,  players  can  chose  any  sports  of  his/her  based
choices and placed a betting or smile joined a running games that run
on the blockchain technology with with easy access and well proven
fairness.



* Blaze Token BurnWith Blaze Network Token (BLZN) being operated
as a deflationary token, it  featured a burning mechanism of 2% on
each  transaction  made  within  and  outside  of  the  Blaze  Network
Ecosystem. This further reduce the token supply and create a higher
demand for the token and increase its value.

* Easy to Reach

With just simple interface and easy accessibility of online casino, the
platform is open for easy usages of all well known popular crypto and
fiat  currencies  to  deposit,  as  well  as  withdraw  of  winnings.  These
includes  ETH,  BTC,  USDT  currencies.  Deposition  of  currencies  is
super and reliable.

* Transparency with easy accessibility to team and project developer,
along with the use of smart contracts, Blaze Network will ensure full
transparency  for  business  purposes  and  superb  profits,  for  online
betting presences, along with players community winning odds.

4. BLZN TOKEN

The  BLZN token,  which  is  a  deflationary,  featured  as  an  ERC20-
based, is the official liquidity, a digital crypto-currency token of Blaze
Network  ecosystem which  play  a  high  role  of  the  native  monetary
system of the platform.

4.1. KEY BENEFITS

With the recent development of the Blaze Network project, investors
and community member can be rest assured that the Blaze business
mode  of  operation,  will  case  harnesses  with  the  available
technological  advancements,  coupled  with  our  experience  and  the
innovative approach towards the market  and the general  system of



gaming community.  Along with our team of expert  management for
high-level contacts to achieve, as well and exploit the available market
of casino and online gaming industrial network. Steady growth of the
network and increase in market, with superb value for each share of
the company for its deflationary token price growth is something to
look forward to.

* PAYMENTS

Community, gamers, player and contributors can use BLZN token to
purchase  physical  or  virtual  goods  from  the  Blaze  Network
Marketplace. 

* CONTENT

BLZN token can be used for payment purposes in terms of placing bet
and playing of casino.

* GAMING

In-game trading and character building are also one of the important
aspect of the project, as one can easily upgrade the character of a
play in the PlayStation.

* EXCHANGE

BLZN  token  will  be  used  as  a  primary  means  of  payment  for
commissions fees.

* COMMERCE



Payment  for  products/services,  discount  benefits  for  shipping  fees
after  when  purchasing  from  Blaze  Network  Marketplace.4.2  Token
Information

Token Name.         :    Blaze Network

Ticker                     :    BLZN

Decimals                :   18

Burn Rate              :    2%

Blockchain Type    :    ETH-ERC20

Initial Price             :    0.0029 Eth

Total Supply           :    200,000

Smart Contract       :    https://etherscan.io/token/0x70efdc485a10210b056ef8e0a32993bc6529995e

4.3.  Token Allocation



4.4 TOKEN SALES

The first phase of token sale was made available for few weeks, which
occurs as presale, and just as promise, all unsold tokens were burned
and  completely  destroyed,  this  was  done,  to  further  enchant  the
economic power and capability of the token. As the circulating supply
decrease so also the token economic importance increase, and the
value sky rocket ones more.

5. Marketing Strategy

We have a lot  of  marketing strategies and as things unfold we will
keep moving with speed and step by steps.

* Bounty/Airdrop

Creating  awareness  is  obviously  a  big  part  of  community
development. The Blaze Network will introduce, its bounty/airdrop and
promotional  program,  which  will  be  made  available  and  open  for
everyone  within  or  outside  the  community  to  be  part  of.  This  will
enable the users to get some certain amount of token sent directly into
their  wallet  address  provided  the  meet  and  provided  all  certain  or
necessary requirements.

* Networking in every project aspect is one direction, the team plan to
follow as Blaze Network plan to attract more investors and reached
out to more communities while announcing and making known of their
project  through  various  medium  of  Industrial  advancement.  The
project will build and open the door for investors and partnerships with
various affiliate network, As it aim to further impact and unleash its
uniqueness  towards  leading  the industry  with  its  network  of  expert
teams.



* Social Media Marketing

Blaze  Network  will  be  well  represented  and  supported  on  various
social  media  community  with  full  presence  on  Facebook,  Twitter,
Telegram, LinkedIn, Medium among others social media network.

5.1. SOCIAL COMMUNITIES

* Medium (https://medium.com/@blazenetworktoken)

* Twitter (https://twitter.com/BlazeNetwork10)

* Discord (https://bit.ly/2D6yEFF)

* Telegram Channel (https://t.me/BlazeNetworkAnn)

* Telegram Community (https://t.me/BlazeNetworkCom)



6. ROADMAP


